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Money Received From Follies
Booths Will Go to Union
Skits, booths, music and dancing
will entice Lawrentians to the little
gym tomorrow night from 8-12 p.m.
to view the Mace-Mortar Board
Follies. It has just been announced
that all profits the sororities, fra
ternities and independents receive
fxoin the booths will be turned over

to the Students Union Drive when
it commences later in the year.
For only • 25 cent admission fee
students can enjoy the skits to be
presented by the different groups
or campus at this carnival. These
five-minute skits w ill be given on

136 Students Qualify
For Honors; Seniors
and Sophs Rate Highest
TOMORROW NIGHT — T h e annua! M ace M ortar Board
Follies w ill a ttra ct Law rentian s to the L ittle Gym for an eve
ning of skits and entertainm ent.

“Androdes”
Hits College
BY BETTY KIEFFER
Vivid color was the keynote of stepped in and in spite of only a
day and a half's rehearsal did a fine
|««t night's performance of George
job as Megaera.
Bernard Shaw’s “Androcles and the
The Lion, sometimes playful,
played by
L io n "—color in acting, in costumes sometimes menacing,
4nd in stage sets. Another perform- Fred Thatcher, stole every scene in
which he appeared. A note of
Cnee is scheduled tonight
Satirizing the Roman persecution praise should be given to the crew
Of the Christians, Shaw tills his play who made the Lion's costume. It
firlth subtle pokes at the authority was verv effective.
Of the Roman guards, Caesar's di-J An intense and powerful per
Vinity and the half - understood formance was given by W illiam
Mehring as Ferrovius, a Christian
Ideal» of the Christian».
Angelo Greco gave a superb t>er- j who was torn between his love foi
forma nee as the timid little Chris fighting and his Christian ideals.
tian, Androcles, who loved animal« Mehring dominated the group w hen
nd feared his wife. With Fred ever he spoke. His projection even
hatcher as the Lion, Greco brought overcame the poor acoustics of the
to life the old tale of the Christian chapel.
j
Who removed a thorn from a lion's! Another leader w ithin 1he group
paw and whose life was later saved of Christians was the patrician Lawhen he was to be sacrificed to this j vinia played by Gloria Gentelent.
gave a gentleness and
Same lion in the arena. Greco's fa- Gloria
fla l expression and pantomine and strength to the character of Lavinia
hi« timid voice were all utilised to that provided a good contrast to the
Nie best advantage in portraying cowardliness of the Homan Chris
the henpecked but perfectly good- tian Spintho.
Neil Macdonnell presented a good
ftatured and generous spirit of Aninterpretation
of Spintho.
who
dcocles.
Due to illness, Tekkla Bekkedal wanted to have "just one more Rood
Was unable to play the part of his
Turn to pasje 7
ghrewish wife, but Phyllis Ockene

(

Croghan, Lovell, Storms
and Leverenz Elected
To Phi Beta Kappa

Seniors and sophomores walked
cff with a majority of the honor
grades last semester as the college
placed many more students in this
bracket than in the tally last spring.
Sixteen seniors qualified for high
honors with averages of 2.75 or bet
ter.
They were: Jane Bielefeld,
Lyman Copps, Patricia Drennan,
John Messenger. Gladys Osborne,
Lawrence Storms, Ramsey Forbush,
Lee Cooper. Barbara Harkins, Lloyd
Lovell. Marjorie Passmore, Dawn
Wilmer, James Wallmann, Shirley
Buesing, Joan Stidham and lleenen
Croghan.
Juniors placed nine students in
this category. Those honored were;
Robert Barnes, Marilyn Cnaimson,
Jeanne Ermel, Phyllis Leverenz,
Mrs. Michael Forges. Bjorn Endresen. Constance Garcia, Margaret
North and Stuart Beilin.
Sophomore candidates for high
honors numbered thiiteen who
were: Kathryn Elwers, Mary Hartzell,
Paul
Jackson.
Nancybelle
Beckham. Carolyn F.iler, Joan Han
sen, Donald Strutz, John Herlzberg,
Robert Whitclaw, Bichard Allen,
Diana Bartle, Franklin Hill and
Anne Hughes.
To five freshmen also went high
honors. Those who qualified were:
Russell Ellis, W illiam Beringer,
Shirley Hanson, Delores Long and
Ix>is Seggelink
Making a 2.25 or better among the
reniors were: Ben Rohan, Jean
Derus. Robert Radford, Jean Trautmann, Phyllis Wallis, Nancy Rosendalc.
Rowene Gabriel.
Herbert
Brooks, Boyden Supiano, Janet
Goode. Robert Wollaeger, G lona
Enger, and Elaine Johnson.
Other senior honors students
were Neil Macdonell, Ted Pancerz,
P hilip
Ruck,
Walter
Webber,
George Kent, James Steward, Her
bert Merrill. Wallace Velte, John
Lynch. Janet Playman and John
Boisclair.
•
Qualified juniors for honors in 
cluded: Carl Cizinsk.v, Patricia Duff its. Helmut Krueger, Elizabeth
Foulke, Helen Schuyler, Jean van
Hengel, Ruth Broderick, Marilyn

the hour with Jack Rellis as master
of ceremonies. This leaves time in
between seach set of acts for visit
ing the booths, listening and danc
ing to the three-piece combo from
Harold Ferron’s band.
The time and order of the skits
for this informal, no-date affair
have jus* been announced by Shir
ley Buesing.
At 9 p.m.: Phi Delta Thcta’s “Be
hind Those Phi Delt Doors"; Kappa
Alpha Theta’s "Put the Blame on
Theta’: Phi Kappa Tau’s "Paul
Revere Rides Again” and Pi Beta
Phi’s “S c h e m e 1 fenger’s Happy
Hour".
At 10 p.m.: Alpha Chi Omega’s
“The Evolution of a College G irl";
Beta Theta P i’s “Erudition Regale”;
Delta Gamma's “ 'Tis Folly"; Delta
Tau Delta’s “Turn On Your Radio”
and Independent Women’s “Cam 
pus Merry-Go-Round".
At 11 p. m.: Kappa Delta’s “The
Elms on
Campus”; Independent
Men's "Kollege of Knowledge"; A l
pha Delta Pi’s "Petty G irl Calendar
of 1847" and Sigma Phi Epsilon’S
"Sig Ep Follies."

Larson, Mary Louise Ritter, Leon
Villard, David Bleil and Roger
Christiansen.
Included in the juniors' honors
list were: Tekla Bekkedal, David
Brooker, Ann Harwood,
Helen
Leney, Jean Meredith. Mary Trautmann, Elaine Wilmoth, Carroll
Hedges, Robert Meyer and Kenneth
Bahnson.
Sophomores on the honors list of
2 25 or better included: Maurice
Brown, Mary Holmes, Robert Bauernfeiud, Norman Beckman, Doran
Snyder, W illiam Dresser. Rhita
Greenberg. Wallace Schmidt, Helen
Spalding. Ethel Lou Stanek, Robert
Wood and Judith Nichol.
Competition for the Hicks Priz®
Other sophomores were: George in Poetry, the Hicks Prize in Iho
Larsen, Lawrence Schiedermayer, Short Story and the Alexander Reid
Joseph Becher, Jack Foster, Char Prize in the Essay was announced
les Barta, Ralph Rothe. W illiam by the English department
this
Brown, Robert Partridge, Gloria week. All students currently enHeller and John Forde.
roled at Lawrence are elegible.
Honors also went to freshmen:
Due April 15, all manuscripts
John Golden, Elaine L. Johnson, must be typewritten. Identified by
Nancy Jung. Janet Denker, Paul pseudonym only, and turned into
Mountjoy, Sarah Haworth, Aliee the chairman of the department in
Becker, Robert Ewald, Carl Lau- room 2-IB <»n or before that date.
mann, Richard Sears, Napoleon Winning entries will receive cash
Callasky, Elizabeth Forester and awards as well as publication in
Betty Hertz.
the spring edition of the. ' Jack 
In addition John Muehlstein, Nan pot.”
cy Grady, Jacquelyn Garner, Jean
The contests, which have a long
Bunk^, Blanche Ligare, W illiam tiadiition of inspiring outstanding
Mehring. Robert Staffeld, Patricia literary efforts on campus, are
Blum. Robert Hendries, Evelyn Mu- judged by impartial critics outsid«
larkey and Laurence Eiseman were the campus, l,ast year Helen L e n e y
freshmen making honors.
I won Ihe poetry competition with
! "Listen America," Ruby Watson
Lovell took the short story pri/e
with "The Gifts" and Larry Storms
won in the essay division with a
piece entitled "Two Versions.”
Two watercolors by Tom Dietrich, instructoi in art at Lawrence
college, have been chosen for dis
play in the National Watercolor
show sponsored by the Washington,
D. C\, Watercolor club. The exhibit
is currently hanging in the United
The Lawrence college choir, re
States History Museum in Washing cently leturned from a successful
ton. Dietrich’s paintings are titled tour, has started practice on Verdi's
“Winter” and ‘‘Under tiie Biidne." ‘ Requiem Mass " The great cantata

Students Vie
For Prizes
In English

Dietrich Has Art
Work on Display

Chosen for the highest scholastic honor obtainable, membership in Phi
Beta Kappa, were Harold Croatian, Phyllis Leverenz, Lloyd Lovell, and
Lawrence Storms whose election was announced by Dr. Baker, a mem
ber of Wisconsin Gamma chapter, last week. All these students have
maintained high grade average-» and show promise of academic achieve
ment in the future.
Harold, or “Lefty" Croghan. entered Lawrence in 1942 only to leave
for active -duty in the marine-, at the end of a year in college. During
his military career he accumulated enough credits to qualify as a senior.
A member of Phi Delia The! a a n d
member of the W.S.S.F. steering
its present recorder, "Lefty
h is
committee for the drive just com
written lor the “Lawrentian.” has
pleted. She is an associate editor
participated in track and freshman
of the "Jackpot.”
football, and belongs to the New
Now president of Phi Delta The
man and Spanish Clubs. He won ta, Lloyd Lovell was chosen an
the freshman
scholarship trophy "Ideal Man" last year. He attended
and the W illiam J. Cook scholar Yale under the A S I’P program and
ship prize as a sophomore. Hi.* is a later transferred to Lawrence from
h i s t ' . ; y n .i.ior.
the University of Wisconsin. Lloyd
Recently
elected
to
Mortar ¡s majoring in psychology and
Board, Phyllis Leverenz, an Eng- , works twenty hours weekly at the
Ush major, is head counselor at Wisconsin Electric Power Co. He
Brokaw and a member of the "Law- ¡s married to Ruby Watson Lovell,
rentlan" editorial board. A beauty an honor graduate of Lawrence last
queen, homecoming
queen and ycar ancj ¡s the father of a new
member of a capella choir, Phissie
baby boy.
is pledge mistress of Delta Gamma
Larry Storm?, an economics and
A N D R O C LES A N D T H E LIO N talk it over in o scene from
ard co-rushing chairman for next government major, president of the the play of the same name Angelo Greco and F red Thatcher
year. She has just retired j s vice- ------president of L.W:A.
and was a
Turn to pege 7 take part in the new theater production.

Choir to Sing
Requiem Mass

w ill be given during commence
ment week.
The group's spring schedule will
be fuller than usual. In addition to
the mass, the choir is preparing for
several other choral appearances
during Ihe week before the centen
nial commencement, including the
alumni and baccalaureate services.
Plans are also being made for
(the usual series of appc arance*
through the towns of the* Fox river
valley early in May,

Billboard
Friday, March 21
Faculty Meeting
“Androcles and the lion”
Saturday, March 2‘!
Mace and Mortar Boatd Follies
Sunday, March ‘lit
Rowene Gabriel Piano Recital
Monday, March ?4
Organ Recital. Chapel
Wednesday, Man h '!(»
Mid emestei Re|xirL Due
Thursday, March '.’7
Convocation
Saturday, March 'ÎÜ
Chic,i ;o D AILY
NEWS Relay*
there
All College Dance
Wednesday, April ‘I
Spring Recess. 4
Robert Barnes, Recital
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Brothers and Sisters

Con Students
Give Recital
Last Monday

KAPPA DELTAS entertained their centra? o ffice tecretary,
M iss Eleanor M cC a ll, this week and gave a tea for her Tues
day. Here she is with one of the patronesses and a group of
chapter members.

Drake U Profs
Ruin This Vet's
Peaceful Home
D m Moine, Iowa— <ACP)— "Pro*
fe.shori of Drake university are un
fair to oiganized marriage!" This is
the cry of many of the veterans on
the Drake campus after the results

of examinations were revealed.
One student explained,
"Poor
(trades received in my subjects have
made life at my home miserable. It
seems my young son attending a
near-by school, brought his report
card home the same day I presented
my marks to his mother. He re
ceived several “A ’s” and "B ’s”
while my grades were straining for
the *‘C” level.

SCHEAFFER Pei aid Pencils
Leather Carrying Case
Notebooks & Paper
Stationery, Ktc.
OFFICE SUPPLIES and FURNITURE

SYLVESTER and NIELSEN
209 (. College A ye .

Phone 209

AFTER THE SHOW TRY
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Voice and piano students from the
studios of Muriel Engeland Hoile,
James Ming, and Gladys Ives Brainard appeared in a recital at eight
o'clock Monday evening in Peabody
hall. A ll performers were students
at the Lawrence Conservatory of
Music. The program follows:
The Nightingale Enslaves the
Rose
Rimsky-Korsakov
Wohin
Schubert
Im Feierabend
Schubert
Margaret Abraham
Sevilla
AlbenU
Janet Denker
Valse, Op. 70, No. 1
Chopin
Nocturne, Op. 72, No. 1
Chopin
Harold Meske
Se tu m ’ami
Pergolesi
Hark How Still
Franz
Down in the Forest
Ronald
Patricia Spalding *
Papillions
Schumann
Dorothy Shewman
The Answer
Terry
Tu lo sal
Toreili
Villanelel
Bell’Acqua
Evelyn Mularkey
Sonata in B flat minor
Chopin
Scherzo
Marche funebre
Presto
Phyllis Wallis
Accompanist: Freeman Empsun

Civil Service
Offers Jobs
The seventh United States C ivil
service region last week urged per
sons having experience and train
ing in personnel administration to
file applications with that office.
Applications are particularly de
sired from persons with experience
in placement, classification and
wage administration.
Salaries for the positions of per
sonnel officer, personnel assistant,
placement officer, position classi
fier and labor relations officer
range from $3,397 to $8,179 a year.
Applications for these positions
may be obtained from the U. S.

H a v e

Phi Delts and
jV an H om e to
Betas Announce Lead D G 's;
N ew est Pledges ADR's Initiate
With Sunday night’s St. Patrick’s
Alpha Delta Pi rounded out the
Party successfully under their belts, sorority initiation schedule last Sunthe Phi Delts are now looking for- 1¿Qy when they made actives ol
ward to a splash party and a stag Jeanne Craig, Virginia Fick, Helen
affair before the Easter vacation.
A Phi Delt alum, Joseph Atchison, Forde, Mary Ellen Graper, Patricia
spoke to the chapter Monday night Hammel, Marcia Hohensee, Jean
on "World Government.” At this Krueger, Caroline Lewis, Patricia
same meeting five new pledges re- M cR
Evelyn Mularkey. Eleanor
ceived their pledge pins and hearty
congratulations. They are John Schaewe, Bonnie Storch, and Peg
Cochrane, Paul Pavlock, Jack Hen- gy Zimmerman.
rikson. Jack Pinkerton and Don
A banquet followed at the Apple*
Letter.
ton hotel. Awards were given to Pal
Beta Theta Pi also welcomed
their new pledges Monday evening. Hammel, model pledge, Evelyn
They are Harry Knox,
Richard Mularkey, high scholarship, and
Eaton, Collin Schroeder and Paul Eleanor
Schaewe,
for
greatest
Elsberry. Kappa Delta w ill be en
scholastic im provement
tertained at a tea at 2:30 Sunday
Saturday afternoon the pledge«
in the Beta house. Bob Duthie re
gave a tea for their patronesses.
cently pinned Helen Forde.
A ll Independent men are invited Best wishes to Lyn Forde pinned to
to be present at the second Phi Beta Bob Duthie.
New Delta Gamma officers were
Kappa Tau "Session and Smoker"
to be held March 28 at 8:00 p. m. installed Monday night. Betty Vart
Mr. Walter and Mr. Porges w ill be Horne w ill lead the D G ’s as presi*
our faculty guests and will aid in dent. Anne Harwood is vice presi*
dent; Lucy Kuepper, pledge mis*
guiding the discussions.
The Phi Taus are entertaining tress; Ruth Broderick, recording
Carroll Hedges, cor*
the Alpha Delta Pis at 2:00 p. m., secretary;
Sunday. This is the first in a pro responding secretary; and Marian
posed series of afternoon parties to Stover, treasurer.
Best wishes to Jean Schonberfl
better acquaint the various sorori
ties with the group. Featured en pinned to Delt Ralph Hauert.
More best wishes to Alpha Chi
tertainment w ill be a jazz session
in the Phi Tau manner; recorded Toni Fawcett pinned to a Phi Tau
music for dancing; and for those formerly of Lawrence.
who desire less strenuous exercise,
Pi Phi’s ribboned Jackie Daniel
cards—and sharks—will be furnish son.
ed.
Thetas held a successful box so*
cial for dates Saturday night at th i
Civil Service Regional Office, 433 Congregational church.
W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 7,
A Kappa Delta tea was given
Illinois.
Tuesday honoring their central o
fice secretary, Miss Eleanor McCa
SYMPATHY
who is visiting the chapter.
Lawrence college students,

faculty and administration mem
bers extend their heartfelt sym
pathy to Dean Donald M. Du
Shane on the death of his father
last week.

y o u r

TENNIS RACKET RESTRUNG
Now!

Sandwiches and Fountain Service
215 W. Collage Ave.

sitions on the new “Law rentian*
staff to begin work after mi A*
semester are Mr. DnShane, Georg«
MacKinnon and Nancy Moran of
the “Lawrentisn” Board of Con
trol which will choose the new
staff soon. Full particulars are la
last week’s Issue or may be rea4
from the posted notice on the
bulletin board In the "Lawrentian” office.
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so it will be reody for the
approaching tennis season.

Valley Sporting Goods Company
211 N. Appleton St.

STAFF POSITIONS
Now accepting petitions for po*>

Phone 2442

J.C. PENNEY CO.
MEN'S.

At POND'S Now...

SLACKS

GIRLS'

S.90 - 9.90

SPALDING LOAFERS
« 7 .5 0
Expert Jennis Racket Re-Stringing
All rockets re-strung with the
SERRONO NO-AWL HYDRAULIC STRINGER
Silk-Nylon and Gut

►V/JM THI

Mi l *

n o »

Pond Sport Shop

HOUTWQOp

*

At Y m

t

131 E. College Ave.

Phone 1980

1 0 0 % Wool S l a c k s in
checks, plaids and herring 
bone weaves. W ide range of
colors. A ll have pleats and
zipper fly closing. Sizes
28 - 42.

MEN'S

SPORT-SHIRTS
2.98 to 6.88
Large stocks of Sport Shirts
are arrivin g d aily. Choose
from washable cotton, cot
ton ond rayon or a ll wools.
Ploids, checks, plains and
two-tone colors. Sizes sm.
med. - Ige.
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Music Students Weston Resigns From Faculty
Of Maesch Give To Accept California Job
Recital Monday

Should Lawrence Students
Organize for World Union?

Students of LaVahn Maesch w ill
D i. Joe Atchison of Neenah Rave a talk at a fraternity house recently
that set many of us to thinking. He talked on a subject that, though present an organ recital in the Law
we hate to admit it, many of us had never heard of. His talk was on
rence chapel Monday evening at
World Government,” a subject with which every student should ac
quaint himself.
eight o'clock.
He began his discussion by taking us back to the cave man and pointed
The recital, one of the few organ
out that as a family they got along very well without too much trouble, recitals to be held this year, is open
then when out hunting, etc., they came in contact with other families
ind friction developed. In order to solve these differences they had to to the public.
The program follows:
ight it out until they conceived the idea of banding together to form
g tribe and elect a leader to solve these differences. The next step came Fugue in G minor
Bach
When trouble developed between the tribes, and as a result they also
Patricia Hinz
banded together under one sovereign power.
Guilm ant
Thus this relinquishing of power to a higher more consolidated group Sonata No. 3 in C minor
Nancy Grady
went on down through the principality, the state, the kingdom, and to
ur present state the nation. It was , ----------------------------- Two Lenten Chorale Preludes Bach
lways in the interests of obtaining i have no more cause to start a war
O Sacred Head, now Wounded
Deace and security that these groups than would one of the individual
When in the Hour of Utmost Need
relinquished their power to the sov, .
ereign group
states in the U. S. There would be Piece Herioque
Franck
Donald Fisher
As Dr. Atchison pointed out it no need for armies such as there are
leems we have reached the point to day. It would be more the case Chorale et Minuet Antique
Boellmann
where our nations should band to of having a police force such as
Tocatta in M minor
Gigout
gether under a common government
do our cities and states today.
Mary Trautman
iving up some of their powers to
The doctor then went on to ex
lis controling body. In our present
system of nationalities the only way plain how' they are attempting to the World Court as a criminal com
to solve our differences is by ne- spread these ideas, and to tell us mitting a crime against the world.
otiation and arbitration, and should of the organizations behind them, j These are not all the arguments
given by Dr. Atchison, but a sum
nù» fail the only course left open
Up to a few weeks ago there were mary to give you some idea of his
\war.
talk, and to give you something to
Under the “World Government” six organizations in this country
think about as it did us. Many of
|hese differences would be settled pushing the movement. Then last you have probably never heard of
through the administration of this fall as a convention they got to the subject tuntil now I hadn’t
government, such as are the labor
either), but I hope this has stirred
disputes settled in this country gether and formed the organiza you into thinking about it. Dr. Atch
tion
now
in
existence
and
known
only, we hope, more successfully),
ison seems to think that it would be
le pointed out that each nation as the World Federalists of U.S.A. a good thing for the students of
Would keep its powers to govern This group is trying by a system Lawrence to form a chapter here on
Within its boundaries and only
that he called “grass root method" the campus and try to get more
those things that affect other na
to spread the idea throughout the people interested in it and to gain
tions, or the people thereof, would
people of America. They feel that more knowledge of the subject. A f
Qome under the jurisdiction of the
if they form organizations through ter hearing him talk I am sold on
government.
out the country and get the people the idea myself and would like to
see such an organization founded
This would parallel our own sysIt’s up to you students to do some
tem whereby the states have powers j
a^ . t. !t ' I ' f ;
Within its boundaries which cannot
1 . . pf
^ . . .
f
8 thing about it.
L
r
.
.
*.
. .
enough to force some kind of acDick Flom
be infringed on by other states, nor ..
.
& the Federal Government unless! A „ J
, , h , w„ b
f i ls power Is also granted to the ou,
|h£ comparison
the
Fedeial Government.
League of Nations formed after the
As to the representation to this }last war. The main contention seems
• Now Ploying •
•'World Government,” here again ( to be that in the League the delep r . Atchison took our system as an gates did not have the power to enANN
•xample.
Each nation would be act legislation over the nations, but
*
I
S
H
ER
ID A N
represented in a manner to be set , merely the power to suggest.
In
I*
Up by the World Council. This other words the nation could take
would have to be drawn up much or leave the suggestion. Under the
the same as our own national con- form of “World Government” de
stitution was. He stated that we cisions by that body would be the
pan not set up the form on which "I3"" much as are the bills passed
this system is to be based at this by Congress in our country. It some
KtNT SMITH
time because tlwt would have to be ;ndividual such as Hitler started to
BRUCE BINNETf
done by the representatives of all ; raise his own private army or raise
ROBERT AIDA
the nations. We can t just walk in 'ro"™eu and a« ,tj?te *he
he
there and tell the other nations that ;
i l)<> ^ 'estrd and tned boloiv
we have a system to “save t h e ,
w orld” and that they should take .
it.
He was only trying to point
Contact Lens Specialist
Out what the possibilities are, and ,
show the advantages of such a sys
Dr. W IL L IA M H. GIBSO N
tem.
Here is a way to end aggression.
Optometrist
Under such a system a nation would
Optometrists
Examining, Refracting, and
Prescribing of Lenses.

Î

!

G
S
Î

Dr. Arthur H. Weston. Lawrence college librarian and Hiram A. Jones
professor of Latin and Greek, has accepted a position on the facu lty of
the University of Southern California. President Nathan M. Pusey an
nounced this week. News of the resignation came unexpectedly to stu
dents and faculty members, for Professor Weston had been at Lawrence
since 1919, and is the third oldest faculty member from point of service
at Lawrence.
Dr. Weston wishes to establish residence in California after his retire*
ment, which is scheduled in several years, and the Southern California
teaching position offers an opportunity to become located in a mild
climate several years earlier. Dr. Weston w ill be associate professor
of classics at the Los Angeles school.
and his teaching duties are expect Lawrence faculty, where he has
ed to be in the field of Greek ex been since.

Dr. Weston has also done exten-

clusively.

From 1919 to 1946 Dr. Weston’s
duties lay almost exclusively in the
classics. However, he took over sev
eral sections of mathematics when
enrollment In the subject was par
ticularly high during the war years.
Last spring he assumed an additional position when he succeeded
Miss Anna M. Tarr as college librarian. Since that time he taught
advanced Greek classes In addi
tion to the responsibilities in the li
brary.
Before joining the Lawrence fac
ulty after World War I, Dr. Weston
attended Yale
university,
from
which he received the Ph D. degree,
and the American School of Classi
cal Studies in Rome. Italy, and the
University of Gottigen, Germany.
Dr. Weston returned to Yale for
four years as an instructor in Latin
and Greek, and up to the years of
the first world war taught at the
Rosenbaum school. Milford, Conn.
During the war he was commis
sioned as a second lieutenant in the
field artillery. After discharge from
the armed forces, he joined the

sjve writing in the classical field.

His doctoral dissertation was titled
“Latin Satirical Writing Subsequent
to Juvenal”, and many of his ar
ticles, reviews and translations ef
Latin prose and verse have been
published in the “Classical Journal.”
Xhe »Nuntius”, official magaiine of
Eta Sij5ina Ph| has aIso carrlrd w veral of his verse translations from
Horace.
Professor Weston is a member of
the American Phililogical Associa
tion, the Classical Association of the
Midwest and South, and the Amer
ican Classical League. He is a m em 
ber and leader in the Lawrence
chapters of both Phi Beta Kappa
and Eta Sigma Phi, and includes the
Masons, Acacia and Phi Kappa Tail
fraternities in his social affiliations.

Phil Ruck. “Jackpot” editor,
is now soliciting material tor
(he second semester Issue. Stu
dents may submit poems, short
stories. esMys and other original
work. Deadline Is April <1.

R IO THEATRE

Dr. Wm. G. Keller
Dr. L. H. Keller
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Prompt Laboratory Service

114 W. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.
Phone 8340

121 W. COLLEGE AVE.
Phono 2415

6ay, whknsleal peasant
drees . .. demure and
low-necked for day
or evening. Rayon
Fuifi dfl/iling “street
lamp print” in spicy
ootors of Paprika,
Peoan and Peacock.
9 lo 15.

$8.95

jß w s T 1
IOTTUD UNDE* A W 0 «TTY O f THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IT

C O C A - C O L A

B O T T L I N G
Appleton, Wisconsin

C O M P A N Y
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Golfers Perk Up, Polish
Clubs as Spring Appears
BY JERRY GLASS

Spring Makes
Debut; Breathe
Deep, Readers!

l'*

-i-W?
■
i

Classes Pushing Movies
For Top Nightly Rating

Take a deep breath, kids. That's
it . . . . relax. Roll your eyes. You’ve
Lawrentians have been spending
been waiting for it- • • • here it is.
March 21....... spring's debut....... their evenings in much the same
return appearance by popular re- way for lo, these many years. But
quest. T oday... beginning right this season a new form of enter’
^
t.inm ent ho. been added to the
^
mild .|r, .d y i m p r o v e 11« o l dates.
y o u r ,movies, studie., bridge games, club
^
___ .
„ „ . n „.
winter-parched lungs. Cast out meetings and Dubarry exercises,
gteam £ a|......... th‘ QW Qff thoge Thif! new feature is the evening
winter “rugs’* you've been carry- |class,
the
sudden increase in enrollment
ing around on your back.,
has resulted in a bulge in the freshtime is now!
isn’t“ it'w onderful to feel Old Sol
and sophomore classes Since
beating down on your bare h e a d ' ^ is during these years that laboraagain . . . to see rivulets gilding tory
are required, other to«alonw in the «utter«.
nuddles in 8 «nnmg courses have had to be
»n -w ” . _
scheduled for some 4ime other than
afternoons. Any victim who has
been hopelessly trapped in the mob
at the foot of the stairs in Main
hall knows what it would have
meant to have them all squeezed
into the morning. This catastrophe
was avoided, however, and a fortunate two hundred learners were

associated with checked knickers
fated to enjoy their courses in tilt
and visor .caps, but in the last ten
peace and solitude of evening.
years It has became everyman's
The evening classes are made ^
game with
the municipal
golf
almost entirely of freshmen, 01
” .... .
’j ’
"
which about 50 per cent are veter*
course becoming the m.ddle-class
an s. Several
freshman
English
country club. Today .11 ,g e , and
classes meet at 7 p. m., and som#
bo.h « x e S p a r t,e x te rn th ,. sport
beginning courses in chemistry, ma
Hut there are still those who just
thematics and history meet any time
,.
...
. ...
c an t see any point in hitting a little
from 6:30 to 8. Miss Dorothy Bur
ton, Mr. John Hicks, Mr. Walter
golf biill with a club, as far as
Porges and several special instruc
possible, then walking miles in
tors are those teachers who hallow
search of the little ball only to
the desolate halls at night,
carefully select another club and
What judgment do the night s ukill some more grass until they
dents pass? Veterans and oiher sinfinally hit
the ball. Those u n 
dents find both advantages and di|fortunates have never known the
advantages to the arrangement. On#
thrill of swinging into a golf ball so
of the most valid complaints com#
that it feels good, right down to the
from the commuters: the extra trip
little toe.
to ihc campus is damned inconvenTo the avid golf fan, spring is the
ient.
All students are affected by the
time you polish up your clubs and
interference with extra-curricula#
take a little cotton ball and prucactivities like language clubs, IR<5,
Spring may have arrived In all
your form against a convenient
basketball games, and of course the
its glory, complete with mile-wide wall, in preparation for the day you
more worldly pleasures which need
mud-puddles,
drippy
downpour j can Rpt out and really play golf,
not be here enumerated. Then too,
days, and whipping wrestlings with I Those associated with the golf
coming late in the day, these classes
1he wind, but it has also restored trade look forward to 1!»47 as being
that annual yearning on the part of one of the biggest years in the busiare more tiring, making it hard
many a college lass for that well- ness. Liist fall a few pre-war all
to study afterwards.
toasted look of the epidermis that rubber balls trickled back onto the
On the other hand, some prefe#
©nly brother Sol can produce.
market. Also previewed were the
having their programs arranged in
In short, we desire a sun-tan. But new golf clubs, the first manufacthis way. It leaves extra time tree
hnw, you say, can one achieve that lured in over four years,
during the day, which is especially
the
streets
.
.
.
ooshy
lawns?
To
bl issful state in the cold and misty } So polish up those clubs you golfdesirable for those who work.
sense with relief the new infor
• tmosphere of the supposed-spring ers, this spring is your season,
A local business establishment There are those, also, who like the
mality and naturalness pervading
month of March?
that has become almost an institu- advantage of having their clashes
all campus activities.
Tis simple, say yon seekers of the
well spaced.
Spring
t im e t o get outdoors tio(1 ,or
slude" t* of La,W‘
•uii. With a few pennies and a ban«!
Professors are faced by certain
rence
is
the
Postal
Sub
Station,
lo
(and no picking your way across
«>f fellow Florida-thirsters, you too
problems, too. They find it neces
can become a member of the "Itthose frozen footprints on the cated only two blocks from the
sary to conduct their classes witty
may- hint- now- but-think-of-the -1
w a l k s ) . . . . te n n is .... tracksters i cal” PU8.
. .
in
.
..¡«.w
«
«..t
Almost
every
day
at
any
time,
more informality,
hence
fan" club.
ifin.i-r>ii)
mvi i n i n l v
t
d
11
i
^
tin
c
*
ci
s
out
'
.
.
.
»•. «• •.
. and
»
.«
..with
up
Alexander. Hikes down th e rs«.r
,o n e
«students trudging more difficulty, to keep the attenAs a sample we whip out ou
tion of the scholars who are usually
Hikes down the n v e r ^ ^ across the campus with their laun- \
trusty little sun-lamp and. lo, the
coeds tanning (later on)
dry bags on their way to the i sleepy and restless after dinner.
secret Is disclosed (Though not, we I
porch roof at S a g e .... true roman-w. .
,
.
i 4
. . .
. ^
sub station to send their laundry ' And it seems as if students too
hope, to Mr. Watts or other watch-1 In spite of the cringing response cos sprouting on every side.
home.
! often feel they have time for theii
ei s of the electric bill »
that the word "grades" produces the
Gosh ........... ain't Spring grand?
The benignly, white-hired man, assignments as well as that »»ame of
It is all the rage, and if your room grading system is for the students’
who is in charge of this busy little bridge between dinner and 6:30.
Isn't one of those equipped with one benefit. Everyone wants to know
post office is Mr. C. E. Williams.
It is hoped that evening classes
tif these evil-shaded green-glare his standing and progress,
His is one of the first places of w ill be a temporary measure. By
jobs, you are doomed to be among
Also. Mr. Griffiths m itht tell you
business open to the public and next .,ear the enrollment bulge w ill
the pale white lilies of 1947.
that knowledge of results brings out
one of the last to close at night. But probably have distributed itself to
A caution though before you run better work: interest is built up b.v
Mr Williams, who has been in the that a normal program can be redowntown to obtain your health- knowing the outcome. On the other
glower which brings manna from hand, knowledge of results ofte.i
Spring is heralded by melting su*> station' since 1929, always has sumed; and traditional nightlife
heaven . . lemember,
all
you has a different effect: a new high snows and 1he malady known as some kindly remark to pass on to w ill take over once more.
would-be biown-skinned
beauties jn whiskey consumption, more sui- the common cold This last is ap- everyone, and does not live up to ——---——
"a half-hour rush is a perpetu- cides. a higher r;ite of homicides of pr*»pi lately named as the past week his own claim that he is ' the big- Q J i Q b t D i f f e r e n c e
blush.”
|profs— (you've heard about
the p r » v e s. Dormitories, fraternity . ***' crank in town.”
,
^ .
T.
shortage of teachers, haven't y o u ’ * houses, housemothers and faculty ' Mondays and Fridays are the bus( - ) p illlO n f D U t
j Well, everyone takes bad news dif- memoers
" « » *u>
n m , when
w ucu
^
.
*
▼▼
members were
were an
all anecieci
affected aim
and me
the i iei,t days of the week
for «Him,
tfeiently
Iinfirmary has never been so populaundry cases are piled almost O p r i l l Q I S l i e r e
I T.«wrence used to grade by num- |j,r holding perpetual open house. to ,he ceiling. Any day late in the
‘i t ’s a lovely!” she said happily.
I bers until about 1931. The mam inHardest hit was the choir. W innie afternoon you w ill have to wait
"B ir—it's cold,” said her friend.
novation m our Present method i* Kellom had the flu and lost her >our turn in a long line. In addi“Just feel the warm sun!”
, the grade point with hours of the vojce Carroll Hedges was ill. the ,io,) ,u handling all
the postal
Store windows aie now beauti- «object figured into it It is interest
fully decoiated with stiect, town,,
n,»t|> how slight ihe variations choir sneezed through rehearsals, work in the substation, Mr. Wil- her\riend as^she'DuUed^on her mitits membership depleted by tenors Ijsm 5 also has a sideline of numer- .
»•n<l dress parade clothes. In these of grade distribution have been durand altos and sopranos who were ous magazines, newspapers and oth- | ..¿W)k at <he grMg It ]ooks
tu'pcrb collections will be found all in« the last ten years
bedded in the infirmary.
er sundries.
the exciting new spring fashions.
already.”
Percentage of A s varied from
The blight strikes fast. One bids
So ,h t Mcxt time you stand in
There is a definite new silhouette, IS-17 6 percent.
"What grass?”
two
spades
in
a
normal
tone
of
*'M
e
,0
n,ail
your
laundry
or
buy
a
new width to skirts, the return of
"The ground is soft now, too."
Percentage of B's
29.5-37 2
voice
and
wheezes
over
a
three
,>,i,M
1P. don t be impatient when Mr.
plaits, larger sleeves, softer femi
Percentage of C s 32 6-46 4
"So it is,” said her friend as she
spade bid. For days the voice is W,l,iams S,°PS lo •‘«ht his pipe. You
. . . . .
.
Percentage of D*
9 6-14 6
nine curved shoulder lines and the
lost. Noses run, throats burn, heads Ci,n be sure that he has been work*
k ,h ,o u 8 h the nu,d ,0 r«‘
Percentage of F's
2 6-46
use a^aiti of flaatering collars, soft
trieve hei shoe.
About twentv-five vears ago the are fevered, coughs are frequent mg since early that morning
tuffs. , Hukets and the telling derv ,ni and the argle line is long. Forsaking
tails that relieve a too severe sil- honor system was used for ..........r
houette the one of wartime neces- procedure, but the pupils asked to and tlu e gargle line is long. Forsaking D a C i i e l O T S V o t e
miv
have it discontinued. Before it could
eventually stagger over to see \A7: r t r i : ^
riicsc flattering detail. h .v e been he
aitain the faculty would <he nurses, only to be put into a W i n n i e
V jU l O I
ln.iii.u:t il \
\ith great finesse. Platts, have to vote on it. And until the new bed or sent bad. to the old F a C U l t V T a b l e "
"four be.ii s' put aw.iv their m i CTOthi« Mine fort i tied with pills 1 v*V,U A iy I t a U l t T
scopes and cet a little faith in huinstructions
^
Mssrs. Biooks. Stewart, Sjoblom,
man nature (and until we uive them j I.ife is not vet normal. The ill Kilin.<ki are very versatile and dei chance to have some) the honor continue ill and the well continue lightful fellows. In addition, they
•vstem will probably remain a thin;» fearful that they will be next l.ike ;ire bachelors all of which makes
of the past.
the Shadow, the cold is everywhere lhem uniquely popular in the Bro! kaw dining room where they eat.
“And the trees. I can almost s«e
Two ladies have the inside traek, the buds waiting to burst out.”
however. Mrs. Ladwig. queen for
"Ah imagination!”
everyday, has been holding court at
"Listen to ihe birds.”
the faculty table since September.
"I've been hearing those damn
tor instance, start high in the bo
Crown princess is Winnie Kellom, sparrows chirping all winter.”
dice to extend to the hem of the
usual waitPess at the table and it
"You can smell spring in the air."
fuller skirt. Plaits in the skirt are
was Winnie who was honored Tues
Her friend took a deep breath and
stitched smoothly down and in po Dear Miss Moran:
In a front page article of last Friday s l.awrentian headlined "High day evening.
coughed.
sition well over the hips to assure
Honoring her as “Girl of the Fac
•• .u
.
i “Just think! Today is Friday,
a smooth unbroken outline. Hems Averages Go to Phi Delts And Alpha Chis". a gross error appeared. ,.i.o,
Despite the fact that the article stated that the Independent M* n had the ulty I able the four professors March 21, the first day of spring!”
arc a bit w ider so that the skirts
highest scholastic average for the past semester, the name ‘ Phi Delt” ' ° l
i,n ni'igmal compo- | “Egad. I almost forgot about that
hang
more
gracefully.
Capelet was m the headlines rather than that of the "Independent M e n ”
i
n
L
n
i
’V
i
,
ne
.0i : Ff r He's a <«> a’ nine o'clock."
shoulders have been revived. Beau
The error is small and probably unworthy of notice. However it un Jolly Good Fellow . dedicated to
“I feel so good!”
tifully effective applique bands and fortunately is illustrative of an unhealthy attitude on this campus This \
Ninnie. Next they presented her
" I ’m tired.”
bows add the soft dressmaker attitude fosters loyalty to and competition between fraternities and with a corsage of gardenias.
‘i t IS a lovely day.” she said
touch, and eyelet embroidery pro sororities at a serious sacrifice to interest in Lawrence College as a
Winnie, not to be outdone in a l l ! again.
vides the white underlines that so whole. It tends to destroy the recognition of the individual in order to 'he commotion and excitement
There was no answer.
discreetly add just a hint of con enhance the prestige of highly organized groups.
promptly kissed each of her adniirShe turned around and saw her
trast.
Certainly, an all college paper like the l.awrentian should be dedicated • is But Mi Biooks made the last
friend sprawled on icy
the sideThe popular duet of carefully to the purpose of promoting interest and spirit in Lawrence College
plav An aggressive chap. he dewalk a few feet away,
matched dress and companion coat as a whole.
manded and got more than a chaste The girl swore softly, picked heris back again, the most popular
Russell R Ellis
.k" three.
I
k lhe rewald of sc,f l,P ahd
the 5ntwo
friends walkColor for this being navy blue.
Scct.-Treas. of LIM A
the other
€d on
ii)cnce>
Park your bowling balls and skiis
•w ay for another year because—
sprint; has come and a young man’s
thoughts turn to what he's been
thinking about all winter—GOLF.
The ground is almost dry and
that means for many that they
w ill soon be out, digging up the turf
that hasn't even had a chance to
fio w yet, with their golf clubs.
G olf was until recently consider
ed an old man's game and was

To Burn or Not

\ J ^JI

To Burn; That
Is the Question

"Sub-Station
Is Friendly,
Busy Place

Lawrentians
In 1931Were
" Just as Dumb

Everyone's
Getting One!

Spring Suits
Flatter Girls

Letter Deplores Paper's

Discriminatory Headlines
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Crossing Campus Boundary This Year’s Staff to Retire;
This Week:
*
President Truman . . .
Tossed a verbal bombshell when he announced in Congress that the

United. States was pieparing to assist Greece and Turkey with financial
loans. The proposal was greeted with applause in those two countries
but with violent objection from Russia who claimed the United States
was intei iering where she hud no business. Stalin then recalled several
ambassadors. The bill seems destined for passage in Congress but the
war of nerves took a further ominous turn when it was announced draft
registrations would not be filed in central places but would be kept in
local offices in readiness for an emergency.

Hands Legacy to Successors
Soon this staff of the “Lawrentian,” which
has w’orked to bring your paper to you each
w-eek, puts its last issue to bed and hands over

Secretary of State Marshall . . .

the reins to someone else.

Meanwhile conferred at the conference of Foreign Ministers now
meeting in Moscow. Differences tvere sharp but Marshall appears 1o
be maintaining the fu m policy originated by Byrnes. Many Quarters
hold little hope for the success of the conference.

been fun: the laughs, the scoops, the comradie of

Now has but one governor. M. E. Thompson, as the state supreme
court ruled Talmadge held office illegally. He announced Wednesday
after the decision that he will run for governor in the next election

been hard work, well worth the time as we

Georgia . . .

John L. Lewis . . .

Provided a note of cheer when he announced that no coal strike would

be called this spring.
Margaret Truman . . .

working together, the putting together of the
paper each week.

"Oscars” went to . . .

winners of the Academy Awards for last year in Hollywood. Sam
Goldwyn and his “Best Years of Our Lives”, the story of veteran re
adjustments, took top honors with the best movie, best acting and other
awards. Fredric March of the same picture won the best acting award
for men and the best supporting male player was judged to be Harold
Russell, handless veteran, winner of another special award, who played
with March. Laurence Olivier's ‘ Henry the V” got a special award.
Olivia DeHaviland was the best actress and Anne Baxter the best sup
porting actress.

The Case Strike . . .
on in Racine since last summer was finally brought to an end.

learned and grew*. We gained many friends and
made a few enemies but even this last had its
excitement.

Prolific Letter Writer Says
M arriage Course M ay be Risky
So you want a marriage-prepara self, 1 would like to point out the
tory course, do you?. . . Well, be basic requirements of such a course
fore you rush to a hasty conclusion 1if it is to achieve its purpose of as
as to what its going to be like and suring that marital couples don't
literally jum p from the frying-pan become martial couples. Since all
into the fire, let me give you a
short glimpse of insight into the discussion and investigation is car
problem as I see it, which might ried on on the plane of the partici
allay your fiery enthusiasm.
pants’ intelligence, a broad educa
First of all there must, of neces tional background must be laid as
sity, be a laboratory period con
nected with any course of this the basis for any successful course.
type, such as is the case with fresh In the study of compatability—a
man studies. This for the same rea fundamental enough study — one
son: with all the discussion and in cannot think progressively nor ar
vestigative inquiry which ought to
be pursued in the course one is rive at any fruitful conclusions
liable to acquire a misconception without a prerequisite knowledge
that marriage and its subsequent of human psychology; nor can the
home life is just like another col physical side be slighted, for w ith
lege course — something to be sat out an adequate conception of the
through with a smile on one's face. human body the couple's chances of
This is potentially dangerous for happiness decline—that, to be sure,
the American people—and espe means physiology.
If I have frightened any of you
cially American womenhood. be
by
my conception of the course,
cause of the subsequent loss of
the greatest feminine charms—in don't be discouraged, for I could
that it will allow us to become an be wrong. But just in case I'm not.
even more sedentary people than let me oass on a little tip about
we are at present. To otfset this choosing ihe right mate, which I
detrimental factor it is imperative heard last summer. It is called the
to have a fab period. Part of the porch-step test and is used when
time will be apportioned to the you've met a girl you think you
proper instruction in Emily-Postian wculd like to marry. The girl sits
custom. This is for the benefit of all in the swing on her porch, while
marriages except those by the jus -1 the boy takes up a position on the
tice-of-the-peace. for which none steps at least three feet away, with
are necessary. Included will be the nobody else around. Then the two
following: the correct method of of you begin talking together. If
asking a girl's father on the fol neither of you become bored with
lowing day, how to stand at the ihe other during this time, it is a
altar, and the best manner to ap cinch that your married life will be
pease your new mother-in-law. a succes;, for the sole reason that
Then, of course, to guarantee that very rarely are you and your mate
the course does not become too lop ever together for more than three
sided theoretically, some practical hours. What it amounts to is a su
measure will have to be introduced. preme test of your personalities.
Now, not to neglect the course it Try it sometime and see!

Young Modern Comments on
Classic; Chaucer Turns in Grave
your spelling and sentence con
struction. A small investment in a
v od dictionary would be invalu
able to you, I am sure.
Secondly, the motivation •»f your
story seems to me to he a little im 
probable. After all. ordinary |>eople just don’t go on pilgrimages any
more, and especially not on horse
back. Perhaps if >ou could change
the setting of your story to the day
coach of a fast moving, cross-coun
try streamliner or the waiting room
of one of the larger auditioning
studios your story could be more
convincing.
In addition, while any such
lengthy effort at poeiiy as yours
is certainly admirable, long narra
tive poems are not too well receiv
ed at ihe present time, and you
might gain more universal appeal
bv writing in prose.
I realize that it might lie difficult
to i ake some nf these change« now
that the book has gone to press, but
perhaps you can make use of a
few of these suggestions in subse
quent editions. Please b*‘ assured
of my best intentions in writing to
you.
Yours very truly.
Jll ltd ate

We only hope that tjie

new staff we will soon trust with our baby will
not sign a ‘30* to the issues wre have raised and
the things we wanted to do. Some of the chang
es in the papers make-up, organization and
policy which were contemplated have been ac
complished but much remains to be done.

Ev

eryone working for us has done a wanderful
job but we could have planned it better.
learned by trial and error.

We

The editorial staff,

the reporters’ school, the determination of re
porters’ status

Mr. Geoffry Chaucer, esq.
Poets' Corner. Westminstei Abbey
London, England
March 14. 1947
My dear Mr. Chaucer:
Upon reading several selections
from your rather weighty volume,
the Canterbury Tales, 1 could not
refrain from writing down a few ot
my impressions of your work and
passing these impressions on 10
you for what they may bo worth.
I realize that an author with -u< h
an established reputation as youis
must have a certain amount of
sound reasoning behind .ill ' f his
writing, but I am sure that even a
writer of your caliber can some
times profit by a little disinterested
criticism, even from such an un
qualified critic as I.
First of all. while I always ad
mire originality in lnngu;ine and
style, it seems to me that you have
somewhat gone beyond the undeistanding of the average readei I lie
language, ffr example, is quite dif
ferent from that to which one is
accustomed, and it is a bit difficuh
to grasp the full meaning at fust.
Perhaps you could obtain greater
readership if you simplified and
clarified somewhat the oddities of

It has been fun and it has

But now it is over.

Made her radio debut as a soprano last Sunday evening with the Ford
hour. Critics’ reactions were mixed, ranging from laudatory to critical,
but all agreed that she had a pleasing voice and talent.

We might say it has

efficient.

■*n be better organized and more

Duties could be better defined.

We

could still revamp our make-up and watch our
copy more carefully.

Next year we hope the

editor does not get caught short as we did this
last week with the Phi Beta Kappa elections.
We hope the editor and staff continue push
ing Lawrence as a school and not any special in 
terests to the exclusion of others.

We hope for

a continued emphasis on education in the liberal
arts.

We would like to see an increased em

phasis on classes and work in them, on profes
sors and their work, on student intellectual ac
tivities. In addition we hope for an advisor
from the administration to assist on the paper.
The “Lawrentian” should be a fine piece of
journalism and on< that stimulates and interests
its readers. The students should feel that the
college newspaper reflects their ideas, leads
them and speaks for them. One of the best
ways to achieve this is through policy and type
of writing, which is always the best that can be
had. To make the paper better the new
staff must recruit more writers from more areas
of the student body and must educate its readers
in the true aims of the paper through clear,
concise writing. We find that a certain amount
of ambiguity has crept into the pages this year
and this must be corrected. For then we will
have a paper that is really Lawrence and real
ly alive.
We leave, then, with mingled feelings. This
has been an interesting year for any college
newspaper staff since it has written for a more
matured, more intelligent and lively and more
varied student body than usual. It has written
in a year of crisis outside the college environ
ment. If it has managed to impart these ideas
and this spirit *o its readers with even nom
inal success the stuff will feel it has achieved
its aims.

Should Indies be A llow ed
To Win Supremacy Cups?
Since w riting this editorial the editor learns
that there is apparently no such cup as she had
alw ays believed to exist. Perhaps the first step
in inviting independent competing and acquisi
tion of awards could come w ith setting up of a
scholarship cup.
In response to the large am ount of comm ent
concerning the headline over the high scholar
ship groups of last semester the ' L aw rentian'’
has a few things to say. Both ihe Pin l^elta Thetus and the A lpha Chi Omegas were mentioned
in the headline because com petition for cups ex
ists in fraternity and sorority groups and it was
felt that the w inners were of more general in 
terest because of the intense rivalry for these
cups
Since we were cramped for space in a
four page issue we dropped out the deck, w hich
is a second headline, one which enlarged upon
the placements, telling of the independent men
who beat out the Phi Delts for first place.
A ll this brings another thought to m ind. As
things now stand, both the independent men
and the independent wom en may compete in in 
ter-fraternity and inter-sorority scholastic and
athletic com petitions and are encouraged to do
so. But since the a ffiliated groups donated the
cups the independents are ruled ineligible to re-

The Day Has but Twenty-Four Hours
So Can't We Plan Them Better?
The editor has a sign on her bulletin board
just now— “This is Snow Moran Week.”

Ai

should be expected by now but somehow never
is, the administration, faculty and social com
mittee have succeeded in scheduling tests, du
ties and events again making the week befor«
mid-semester reports are due pure hell. Student«
are often accused of reneging on their academic
work and of letting their responsibilities slid«
yet it would seem this works both ways.

Each

instructor is asked to announce a test a week
before scheduled but w hen four tests are called
jttst outside the deadline or perhaps w ithin it
and four or five days* warning is given foj re
search papers in two courses, the student may
complain.
1 doubt that my case is different than many.
Some students find five tests and three paper«
due w ithin the ¿»pace of three oi four days. Many
of them are in the play and have been rehear*mg afternoons and almost every night this week.
Others were on the choir tour last week and
missed three days of classes to be made up sim
ultaneous with test preparation.

And the Mace

Mortar Board Follies aie scheduled for tomor
row night with all groups preparing a skit and
a booth, both entailing work.

In addition th«

“Lawrentian” must go to press, eating up the
time of many.
Most students want to "do as well as they can
in courses.

This attitude is colored by the w’ish

for good grades but even more by the wish to do
as thorough and as comprehensive a job as poisible academically. Education cannot be a hap
hazard affair but it becomes so of necessity
when the student has no time to do his work
as he would like to see it done.
This plea is for better spacing of activities
and examinations by those responsible for ex
tra-curricular and social life and by the faculty.
Perhaps those students who have flatly refused
to participate in any of the coming activities
pleading too much studying «re smartest even
though they, too, claim to have too much to do
to do it well. And the ones who are in activi
ties seem to be slitting their own throats scho
lastically but have no alternative. Should ther«
not be a cessation of all outside activities dur
ing mid-semesters and better planned spacing
of tests?
ceive them if they w in. The eups then auto
m atically revert to the group that placed second.
The sentiments of the Greek groups are eas
ily understandable but som ew hat arbitrary. A
better system w ould allow ihe group that won,
no m atter w hat the a ffilia tio n or non-affiliation
to receive the cup Since 1 11 groups compete it
seems only fair that the w inner receive his just
award. Such a poinl may or m ay not be m in o r
but in an environm ent w h e n we are learning lo
put first things first and to o u tla w prejudice in
any form we should also outlaw discrim inations
in competitions.
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HOME FROM ONI of the most successful tours in the history of the Law rence college choir,
Dean W aterm an and his group m ay well be proud of the favoroble reception accorded them in
Rockford, III., Chicago ond M ilw aukee. Included above are six members, four of whom ore
form er beauty queens.

Through Sickness and Motor
Trouble Choristers Carry On
“Chicago, here we come!”

That

was the lusty .ru tim fn t e .p rc » « ! I !"ormn*- Ma,ch 12’ ' nroU,# ,0 bl* ; ' h<, W «h,' n«« P'|Rrim* '* > • ' not;

by many of the seventy nearly in- 1

ume.
11 am with you," the caravans shov*
After C. S.^ Hunsberger cUnnbeci ed ofi gof |ucce(g and gl()ry

aboard with his “We can go now.
One bus load of lindividuals
who
I am here.“ and Gus Waterman
‘
, u
mad,, his aDDearance
shoutiM to derldpd lo stnk ' out ,or themselves
on two chartered buses W<*dnesday made
appearance shouting

Valid choristers who were loaded

rather than follow tlie chartered
route which the other bus took,
discovered themselves stranded sev
eral times in the pastures of Wis
consin, but thanks to the sinewy
muscles of several of the gallant
crew, the bus was ably serviced
and they proceeded onward once
again. Chuckles Ferguson, of course,
entertained with his repertoire of
jokes.
Despite a drizzly cold rain in
Rockford, the members of the
Methodist church gave a warm re
ception for our choir following the
evening concert.
Too early the next morning we
ventured forth once more and this
time Orchestra hall was our destination. After arriving at the Con
gress hotel and tipping the bell
hop a few pennies for dragging our
steamer trunks up to 1372 (all the
trunks weren’t filled with clothes),
we dashed out to spend the rest of
the day seeing the village.
That evening came the biggest
thrill of most of our college careers
—the thrill of standing on the stage
of famed Orchestra hall. Many of
us swallowed a lum p that sprang
up all of a sudden or blinked extra
hard as we looked out into a sea
of faces or up to the highest bal
cony and realized the experience
Needless to say the concert was
a huge success as evidenced by the
applause and the reviews that fol
lowed. The hotel probably never
had such a quick sell-out of papers
as when the choir swamped them
the next morning for anything
available that ressembled printing.
Friday afternoon RCA Victor was
our host for several hours while
we recorded the centennial album
of records. This wasn’t quite as
gruelling an ordeal as was expect
ed altho Issie Grimm turned blue
trying to suppress a cough and sev
eral of the less hardy just observed
from an outer sanctum. However,
all were revived when Winnie Kellom served her birthday cake to
the whole choir following the re
cording.
As for Friday night, there was a

Reduction of
Stationery & Note Paper
Vi off
"F rie n d sh ip "
"T h a n k y o u "
" D a ily Notes"
"H e a rt N otes"
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Dr. Arnold S. Nash, professor of
church history at the McCormick
Theological seminary in Chicago,
was the guest speaker at the con
vocai ion program. Dr. Nash spoke
on “The Future of Europe.”
The speaker, a native of England,
is the author of a book ,‘The U ni
versity in
the
Modern World,”
which was published in 1943, and
is a dissertion on the philosophy of
a university education. He has also
written various articles including a
series on the Nuremburg trials,
which were done during the past
summer while he was in Europe
making a survey of
conditions
there.
variety of activity. Some took in
the current hit plays, movies, etc.
Nuff said on that subject.
There were more than the usual
amount of casualties on this year’s
tour. Winnie Kellom was unable to
sing at any time; Mac McClellan
was too ill to continue any further
than Rockford; and Paul Jackson,
our indispensable accompanist, was
taken with the fever in Chicago,
but thanks to Bunky and her fire
pills and handsful of tablets he was
put in shape to carry on. Even the
Judge who was carefully tended
by Mrs. Waterman is about ready
to throw his crutches away and
walk again.
At the conclusion of the M ilw au
kee concert after the curtains were
drawn for the last time, the choir
proved that the Judge is still a
favorite despite the “thirty-five re
hearsals a m onth’’ as George Larsen
stated when he presented him with
a Parker pen from the group.
The tour then closed with every
one singing “Deep in My Heart.”
This is always rather a sad moment
for the sentimentalists and especial»
ly for the seniors who realize that
it’s their last trip with the Lawrence
a capella, that this was by far the
best of them all and w ill for many
years leave glowing memories in
their hearts.

• W ith 211 colleges represented in
the current enrollment in the four
Katharine Gibbs secretarial schools,
the list looks like a page from the
World AlmmnacJ College women feel
very much at home at Gibbs — enter
business e x c e p tio n ally w ell pre
pared. Write College Course Dean.
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Nash Speaks
At Convocation

Ed. W. SHANNON
OFFICE AND SCHOOL SUPPLY STORE

KATHARINE GIBBS
NEW YO RK 17................................... 13# Par* A m .
BOSTON 16.................................... 90 M arltxrauih St
CHICAGO I I .............................. S I E w t Superior St.
P R O V ID E N C E « ..................................155 An««!! St.
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Nearest Lawrence Campus
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Woodchoppers Album
Woody Herm an
A rtistry Rhythm Album
Stan Kenton
Feet Too Big for De Bed
Stan Kenton
How A re Things in
Glocca M orra
Johnny Long
Sonata
Claude Thornhill
Sym pathy
Elliot Lawrence

Formals and Dinner Dresses
Plaids and Plain Colors
Sizes 1 0 - 2 0
See them all
at . . .

GRACE’S APPAREL SHOP
L I
110 N. ONEIDA ST.

—acc.iiL .pi

$ 1 1 . 9 5

6 V j to 12

Men — Brown ond White
Saddle Oxfords Now In Stock

H e ck e rt S h o e C o .
119 E C O LL E G E A V E .

A fe y e * ,

c >eea&i .
A fu d ic Co..
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Delts, Betas
Phi Delts
Struggle for
Grab Trophy
A smooth working Phi Delt ag
Bowling Crown gregation
won the inter-fraternity
Standings:
W»m
15
IS
14

Delta
Betas
Phi Delta
Indies

11

Si« EP*

9
3

P h i Taus

L*»t
6
6
7
10
15
21

Pet.
.714
.714
.«>7
.544
.4Ü»
.144

The race for the interfraternity
bowling crown w ill be decided next
week when the Delts meet the
Betas. The Delta dropped a game to
the Sig Eps and are now in a first
place tie w ith the Betas going into
the final round. The contest is rated
a toss-up.
It the Phi Delts take all three
games of their last encounter with
the Sig Eps, they w ill step up into
second place and collect two hundred points place money.
In the last contest rolled, the
Betas made a clean sweep of all
three games and moved into a tie
for the honor spot Tlie Phi Delt pin
splinters also recorded a shut-out
over the Independents to put them
a slim one game off the pace of the
leaders.
,
The Delts were only able to take
a pair of contests from the Sig Eps,
and dropped to a tie with the Betas
for the loop lead.
In the final round of alley activ
ity the Delts engage the Betas as
forementioned for the champion
ship. The Phi Delts roll the Sig
Eps with second place at stake. The
Phi Taus complete the afternoon
against the Independents.

Acting, Costumes
And Scenery are
Outstanding
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
time" before being thrown to the
lions.
Comically
effective was Don
Jones, who took the part of Lentulus. His scenes w ith Lavima and
Ferrovius were especially humor
ous. Jones has a knack for bring
ing out the humor in a situation and
utilizing it to its fullest extent.
Jack Rellis caught Shaw's satire
of Caesar and exploited it fully. He
made Caesar a human and rather
likable chap instead of the devine
and mighty potentate of Rome.
The portrayal of the captain, a
Roman patrician, by Jim Dite, was
sensitive and restrained.
Larry
Storms gave • relaxed but power-

G REG G

basketball trophy by whipping the
Sig Eps in a decisive 44-23 contest.
They won the trophy from the
Betas who last won it in '42.
The Phi Taus grabbed off second
place honors by downing the Sig
Eps along with the Delts hope of a
tie for second. The Delts clinched
third place by crushing the cellar
dwelling Betas in a 52-34 assault.
The final standings of the league:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

P hi Delts
P hi Taus
Delts
Independente
Si* Ep»

6. Betas

W

L

8

0

5
4
2

3
4
2

Pet.

1.000
.600
.500
.500

i

i

ja

1

7

.143

Scoring honors for the season
went to Jerry Mattern. Phi Tau ace,
who sank 39 baskets and 27 free
throws for a total of 105 points. His
nearest rival was Gracalny, P.K.T.
center who garnered a 75 point to
tal for runner-up honors. Other
high scorers were:
Mattern (PKTl
Gracalyny <PKTi
Vanderberg (PDT)
Healy iB T P i
W olim eyer <PKT>
Grot« (PDTl

FG
:»
33
23
24
2fl
27

FT
27
0
24
10
9
8

TP
105
75
70
«7
65
62

ful performance of the Centurion.
His voice and military manner con
tributed to his show of authority
over the Christians and soldiers.
David Knickel in the part of
Metellus showed a weakness that
is perhaps due to his inexperience.
Other parts were well cast and
well done.
The costumes presented a picture
that did full justice to the pageantry
of ancient Rome. Scenery was
imaginative and provided the final
touch to well-polished production.
The curtain raiser, “The Village
Wooing”, by the same inimitable
Irishman, is Shaw displaying a
scintillating and sharp wit.
The
fast moving dialogue is well han
dled by Do Jean Kim ball and W il
liam Munchow.
Munchow showed a particular in 
sight into the character of A and
enlivened the almost action-less
comedy with his pantomime. Do
Jean was quite effective as a v il
lage “mpn hunter” while Dick
Sears contributed his bit as the
steward.
Ted Cloak was in charge of the
production and Mr. Sollers handled
staging.

L A W R E N T I AN

Marine Will
Visit Here
Capt. Bryson to
Answer Questions
About Reserve
Captain Richard Bryson, a ma
rine officer, will visit Lawrence
college in the interests of Marine
Corps Officer Procurement through
Platoon Leaders' Classes, and it was
announced today that he would be
on the campus the 25th of March
from 8:30 a.m., until 6:00 p.m., to
interview interested students.
Captain Bryson, * h o has com
plete information concerning this
phase of officer procurement, will
be located in the Office of the
Dean.
Freshmen and sophomores as well
as juniors are eligible for Platoon
Leaders’ Classes which include
training periods during summer
months but do not include any
military training during the ac
ademic year.

Four Join Ranks
Of Phi Beta Ka
student body and former vice presi
dent of Beta Theta Pi, was award
ed the Warren Hurst Stevens prize
and the Hicks Short Story prize for
1946. Larry was a member of the
choir for three years, song leader of
Beta Theta Pi. and a counselor
During the war he served as a lieu
tenant in the Infantry. Storms is an
associate editor of the “Jackpot."
wrote for the “Lawrentian” and has
taken part in various dramatic pro
ductions and athletics.

SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
A thorough, intensive coursc— starting
June. October, February Bui
letin A on request
SPECIAL COUNSELOR for G.l. TRAINING

•

Regular Day and Evening Schools
Throughout the Year Catalog

•

President, John R»l>ert Crrtat. S.C.DDirector. Paul M Pair. M A.

TH E G R E G G C O L L E G E
D «pt. NW . O M. M ich igan A v « „ Ctitcago 2

Last Friday's all college basket
ball names completed the
first
round of the playoffs when the
"Blue Devils” blotted out the “Pa
per Chems” by the score of 48 to 25,
and the "Sharpshooters” staggered
the "Aggies' by 24 points, winning
57 to 33.
Radtke and Moriarity led the at
tack for the ‘‘Blue Devils’ and fin 
ished high scorers for their team.
Radtke accounted for 12 points
while Moriarity followed a close
second with 11 points. The spark for
the “Paper Chems" was Csellak,
who led his team with a total of 12
points.
The “Sharpshooters” worthily up
held their name when three men
alone scored 40 out of the 57 points
made by the team in the game.
These three cagers were Earle, Grode and Vandeberg, whose individ
ual tallies were 20, 12 and 8 re
spectively. Landsberg with 14 points
and Gracyalary with 7 points were
the leading scorers for the “Aggies."
The “Blue
Devils" and
the
•‘Sharpshooters” now qualify for the
champion rounds, while the “Paper
Chems” and the “Aggies" will play
in the consolation rounds.
Monday afternoon of this week

inaugurated the beginning of the
second round of playoffs. The “El
Toros” came through with their
first victory in the
champion
tounds and pushed the “Rockets”
into the consolation rounds by de*
feating them 38 to 27 in a closely
matched game.
Buchanan and Menzel were the
stars for the "El Toros” with 9 and
8 points respectively. The “Rockets”
staged two constant threats— Bick,
who scored 7 points, and Kunkel,
who registered 6 buckets.
In the consolation second round
the “Indies” forfeited their game to
the “Ringers,” thus
elim inating
them from the tournament ana
qualifying the “Ringers” to encoun
ter the “Rockets” this afternoon
(Friday, March 21) in the third
round of playoffs.
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2 k ^ M K E K U S te
You will enjoy the
tempting good
ness of our de
licious flavored
pastries.

f i PPLETON
NOW SHOWING
«*•■6

CAGNEY

Stop In Today.

ELM TREE BAKERY
308 E. College Ave.

For A Quick Pick-up Luncb Today
Plus: 'UNDER NEVADA SKIES'

Plumbing and
Heating Supplies

COLLEGE

4 MONTH
| INTENSIVE C O U R S E

Radtke, Moriarity
High "Devil" Scorers
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W . S. PATTERSO N CO .

TRY OUR MENU
Ideal noon pick-ups that ore
healthful as well as delicious.
And top off each lunch with
any of our luscious ice cream
products . . . Also a fine a s
sortment of delicious bulk
candy.

LU T Z R ESTA U R A N T
114 E. College Ave.

GIVE GIFTS OF BEAUTY, Gifts
That Will Be Appreciated
And Remembered As
Time Goes On

MARX Jewelers
212 E. College Ave.

S k it M
PRESCRIPT*®* s i i v i «

We Also Have
Selected Lines of
Toiletries

BELLING’S
Prescription Pharmacy
Phont 131

LAW RENTIANS!
To make the day a big success be sure
to come to Appleton's most modern
restaurant for dinner. Then you, too,
will agree that we serve only the
FIN EST FOOD.
And the best ice cream — Session's
Meet your friends on Sunday at

Luscious Ice C ream specials after the show, during the
d a y — every tim e is the right tim e to treat your best
girl to a tempting, delicious ice cream soda.
For concoctions to
th rill the palate,
try our b a n a n a
split sundaes, and

S tU d & te

malteds.

For Breakfast

VOIGT’S Drug Store

227 E. College Ave.
ONLY ONE BLOCK OFF THE CAMPUS
~

' ' * 1m

™ 1— ™

^ ^

Phon« 754-755

134 E. College A ve.
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Beg Pardon, Faculty
W e ll Try It Again
BY INA GUYER

This article is a supplement to the points of interest on Mr. Bober are
»rticle of last week telling facts that during the first War he served
about some of the various faculty in the Intelligence Corp in France
jnembcrs. I wish to apologise fully and during the past war he work
to those faculty member* whose ed for the O.P.A. in Washington.
Mr. Cloak, in addition to what
name« were listed la*t week and
was listed in the “Lawrentian” last
Under whose names appeared sev
week w ai director of the School of
eral discrepancies including typo- Dramatics at Stockbridge summer
giaphical error«. Before pioceeding theater, Berkshire, Mass.
Rather than attending Mushto correct these errors 1 wish to
ttate that there were many diffi ingum, Mr. McConagha attended
culties involved In compiling this Muskingum college. The Develop,
material from • wide variety of ment of the Labor Movement in
reference sources and due to the Great Britain. France and Russia
fact that I was working against a was not an article published by
deadline to get this copy down to Mr. McConagha but a book.
Mr. Ran«*y has written only one
the press in time.
First of all, Dr. Pusey did not at- : book, Wisconsin: A Story of Protend either Ripon college or Wes- cress, an article which appeared in
ley university as the article states, “The Wisconsin Magazine of His
but rather was awarded the hon tory,” The Building of the Wiscon
orary degree of L .L D . from both sin Railroads. In addition Mr. Ratiey has reviewed a number of
places.
Dr. Bober has written only one books for historical • periodicals,
book. Karl Marx's Interpretation of amon c them Brebner’s North At
llh to ry , a point which was not Untie Triangle.
A Dictionary of
clearly stated in the previous arti- I British History, and Mrs. Peck’s
cle In addition he has had six ar Pageant of Canadian History.
ticles published and some 24 book
There was a slight mix-up on the
reviews. Mr.
Bober previously writings of Mr. Trover which in
taught five summer school sessions elude a bibliographical
note to
at Harvard and was also ,« full time Five Travel Scripts by Edward
instructor at both Harvard and Ward, a biographical and cultural
P idcliffe. This summer his plans study of Edward Ward, Ned Ward
a>e to teach at the University of of Grub Street, plus articles in
Wisconsin. He is the winner of the learned journals and stories in pop
A. Wells Prize for
Other ular magazines.
In addition to the writings listed
under Miss Waples names she has
others including David Hartley in
the Ancient Mariner; The Mnemoniae, or the Journey of Professor
Charles to New Jerusalem and Sug
gestions for Interpreting the Marble
Sunday, March 9, was the occa Faun.
Instead of being the author on
sion of an excursion of tin* “Hot
Rocks Club,” led by Dr. He id. to the eightieth Book of the Contem
VirRel’s
investigate a deposit
of nickel- porary of Servius of
bearing minerals neai Mountain, Aeneid it is the eighth book Miss
isconsin. The occurrence i<« not Weigand sponsored
Another article in this series will
of recent discovery, h'iving been
descrd>ed by Di. Rufus S. Ban«, follow next week including many
formel ly Professor of Geology at teachers who have up to this point
been neglected, especially those in
Lawrence, us far back as 1913.
An old abandoned piii'»i»ect hole the science and mathematics de
«vas the only sign of mining activ partment.
ity.
»
«

Vote Lawrence
Membership in
Music Group

CLUB ACTIVITIES
Club Meeting Postponed

The Spanish club meeting plan
ned for March 19 has been post
Lawrence college has been ad poned until March 26.
mitted as an associate member of
the National Association of Schools facilities including a collection of
of Music, it was announced todi\y 2000 phonograph records and many
by college officials. The election scores were particularly commend
took place at the annual meeting
ed in McClay s report.
of the association held in St. Louis,
Purpose of the National Associ
Mo., on February 25.
To be admitted to associate mem ation of Schools of Music is "to
bership, the conservatory of music establish closer relationship be
was recently inspected by George tween schools of music and allied
McClay, examiner for the asso arts, between them and the state
ciation, and on the basis of his fav boards of commissions.”
orable report, Lawrence was ad
After two years of associate mem
mitted. The calibre of the teaching bership, Lawrence >tfill be eligible
at the conservatory and the plant for full institutional membership.

Eta Sigma Phi Will
Give Skit at Party
The next meeting of Eta Sigma
Phi, originally scheduled to be held
March 18. will be held March 25
instead, announces Mary McCarter,
the Latin organization’* president
The committee in charge of enter
tainment, which consists of Bar
bara Morris, Bill Beringer and Jim
Primley, has not yet completed the
plans for the evening’s program,
but plan on including a skit.
The meeting will be held at 7:30,
March 25, in Miss Wiegand’s «uite
at Sage.

Ore Deposit
Investigated

Dean DuShane
Panel Leader

OLSEN ft JOHNSON
N OW APPEARING AT
NICKY HAIR S CARNIVAL

F IL M Developed and
Printed, per roll

Dean Donald M
DuShan*. of
Lawrence college ha*
in vii ed
to be chairman of a panel discus•lon oii “Campus Problema of Vet
erana at thè National education as
sociatimi department of highei eduOation meeting which will be held
at thè Steven* hotel in Chicago at
thè end of March

FR EE — 5 x 7 enlargem ent
with each roll developed
and printed
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Supplies and
Cam eras
Equipment at

FRESH FILM
127 - 828 - 120 - 620 - Ì 16
616 - 135 - 1 18 8 m m
16 m. m

UN N A YORK S
(..REAT AM.TE WA
CHESTERFI ELD

»AVOR 'E O' IMI STARS
an :j smoker
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Pe^iiCH aU ^ed
CUSTOM MOLDED CONTACT LENSES
• • - Glasses Fitted • • •

VICTOR W. STRACKE
Doctor of Optical Science
Phone 1389

118V i E, College

Appleton

'Tutti m
SPRING!

EASTER!

W onderfully
Cool for Spring
weather.
It
means you'll
have glamour tfiis
year.

Soft swirling
curls, tailored
tor Church.
Sophisticated
for Evenings
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THEY SATISFY

Call for an appointment today.

BUETOW’S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 902

225 t. College Ave.
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ALL OVER AMERI CA —C H E S T E R F I E L D IS T OP S !
C*fj»i«hi IH7, Lnmct * Mtu* Tomeo Co.

